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Dear Mr. Danson,

Your let ter of 5 September is a good exampl e of the

reason why l do not believe your Branch is acting in good

faith on issues relating to environmental sensitivities. It

contains information you should know is misleadin9, and

attribut es opinion to me that you very weIl know l don't have.

As indicated sever.al times previously, disinformation has

been the repeated practice of the Mental Health Facilities

Branch. You have several letters on file which point out

inconsistencies in your posi tion, and many scienti fic and

ethical references which indicate that you are certainly not

doing aIl that could be done to prevent the abuse of persons

whose central nervous system dysfunction is caused by

environmental sensitivities. Your letter exemplifies how you

use disinformation to keep this hidden disability invisible,

your tendency to "make a case" instead of communicating.

l do not have the power to make you act with any sense of.
personal, professional, or institutional responsibility. l do

not have the power to get you to focus on what can be done,

instead of on problems. l do not have the power to force you

to stop misrepresenting the debate in the medical community,

or to prevent your repeated misrepresentation of what ·1 am

saying.
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But l do have the power to tell the truth, and to tell

the truth to persons who are being and have been abused by

your branch and those you set pol icies for. l have the

ability to provide a record of the extreme contradictions you

and your staff have put forward while purporting to consider

this issue responsibly~ including your statement and _~hat of

Mr. Kaufman three years ago that the issue is known about and

your writtensugqestion and verbal statement that Datients aY~

tested for these orobJems. The truth, at this point, is that

your branch is negligently allowing the unnecessary continued

abuse of persons with sensitivities.

l do have the power to bear witness.

One can imagine a very different response to this concern

if the disinformation prevalent in the Ministry of Health (and

your branch) were moderated by the foilowing additional

information, which has been repeatedly supplied to your branch

and to the Ministry over the past severai years:

1) envi ronmental sensi ti vi ty is not one i Il ness about

which there is a lot of confusion. Sensitivities can be

caused by a variety of illnesses, sorne of which are well

enoughunderstood to permit medicai intervention, others

for which the only widely agreed upon relief is through

avoidance.

2) There is general agreement in the medical community

that persons with sensitivities have legitimate medical

problems, sometimes including central nervous system

symptoms, despite the Ministry's continued referral of

media and others to the unsubstantiated comments of

lamentable pariahs like Arthur Leznoff, which are

supported neither by his hospital or the Ontario Medical

Association.
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3) As l have pointed out to you before, l do not "know"

that general agreement has not been reached in the

medical community concerning the origin, diagnosis and

treatment of environmental sensitivity. It is dishonest

for you to make that comment. What l do know is that

some·e·lements .of the concern .are agreedon, incl uding the

fact that " env ironmental sensitivities can have

'psychological sequelae" and that the Ministry of Health

is fond of concentrating on other elements about which

there is legitimate debate. The Ministry focuses on the

fact that the cup is half-empty, while ignoring the fact

that i t is hal f-full . Your portrayal of the issues as

homogeneous is unprofessional, out of touch wi th the

nature of issues in general.

4) You are aw?re that the Thomson Committee made several

recommendations .concerning heal th care, none of which

have been implemented by the Ministry of Health,

including the provision of an ecological control unit in

which the kind of testing recommended by Thomson and

Ashford Miller could be more accurately carried out,

screening out persons with sensitivities from the abuse

meted out by your branch. The best defense you have for

abusing these persons is that the Ministry of Health has

not provided you wi th sorne of the more sophisticated

tools which have been recommended by various authorities

that would allow you ta more thoroughly identify which

people you are abusing.

5) Even wi thout an ecological control uni t, there are

established practices within medicine for dealing with

many types of sensitivities, including sorne that are

recognized as causing central nervous system symptoms.

We have discussed those. Thomson identified sorne. There

are other sources you have been informed about but have
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refused to contact, preferring ta suggest, as your

assistant has stated, that l am the only persan bringing

these issues forward.

6) The Ministry, the Ontario Human Rights Commissi on, the

Canadian .. Ruman Rtghts Commission, the Department of

National Health and Welfare, and the ontario Ministry of

Health have identified that there are?tt.it.1!.ç;i l1a.L
problems in the medical community about this issue. Once

identified, persans in positions of responsibility have

a responsibility ta act ta correct those attitudes; they

are not an excuse for campI ici ty wi th the abuse. The

fact that the Ministry of Health knows that it is

unethical ta abuse persans on the basis of an absence of

information, and then uses the fact that it is done as an

excuse for not acting on this concern is outrageous, and

it is killing people.

6) lt cannot be fairly said that you have done much in

three years to substantiate your claim you are clarifying.

issues, considering the misinformation you maintain in

your position.

7) The Ministry's continued focus on research distracts,

again, from the fact that there are established practices

in medicine that can be used to track down what people

are reacting to, and help them avoid and/or moderate

reactions. l'm"sure everyone is happy the Ministry of

Heal th is doing research, but much research has been

done. There are hundreds of articles on the causal

influence of food and chemical sensitivities on the

central nervous system and on diagnostic and treatment

considerations dating back at least ta 1880. You have

known of these for more than three years; the Ministry of

Health has known of them for at least a decade.
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8) The "position statement" put together by your medical

directors was wri tten after both you and Jay Kaufman

suggested in letters to David Reville, M.P.P., and David

Giuffrida, of the Psychiatrie Patient Advocate Office,

three years ago, that your medical staff were familiar

wi th envi ronmental sensi t·i vi ties, and tha t you checked

for physical causes before doing a psychiatrie workup.

l asked at the time if that statement was intended to

suggest you were testing for the problem and you said

"Yes". Now you are saying there is not general

agreement as to how to diagnose the various illnesses

that cause it. At best your statements are confusing.

How many people have been killed in the meantime?

The position statement looks like it was put together by

three basketball players watching a football game over a

few beers. l t ref l ects a comp l ete ignorance of the

medical literature (despite bibliographies supplied to

the branch) and does not relate any practice or policy

designed to identify those patients whose problems are

caused by sensitivities, or to prevent their abuse by

medical or other staff. l urge you to address the

following concerns:

1) Physical environment, including building

materials, furniture, cleaning products, fresh air

ventilation, pesticide use, perfume on staff and

other patients, and so on

2) Special dietary needs of the environmentally

sensitive, including food elimination, rotation

diets, consequent nutritional replacement needs,

and enzyme considerations.

3) consideration of sensitivities while

administering other medical treatments, including

chlorine sensitivity (water supply), sensitivity to

rubber in syringes, and other more often addressed
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concerns, such as drug sensitivity, and sensitivity

to "non-active" ingredients of pharmaceuticals.

4) Treatment for environmental sensitivities,

involving specialists familiar with "ehvironmental

medicine", and other special ists concerned about

liver, lymph, endocrine, and digestive dysfunction,

to name a few relevant areas.

5) Addressing attitudinal pollution in doctors and

support staff which is, in our experience, the mos~

significant problem.

9) Just for the record, l had decided not to attend a

meeting with the people you have suggested because you

have, since the beginning of our discussions, presented

a self-contradicting position which denies any personal,

professional, or institutional responsibility for action

on the concerns, but which instead uses the problem of

bigotry in the medical communi ty as an excuse not to

address bigotry in the medical community, disinformation

as a means of deflecting the concern, and the focusing on

negatives rather than those things that could be employed

to prevent the abuse of pers ons with environmental

sensitivities by the operations you are responsible for.

Il) It illustrates your negativity on this issue that you

make no mention in your letter to Ms Frazee, Ms Lankin,

Ms Ziemba and myself of the Ashford-Miller report (Dec

1989), the fact that it won a Macedo Award from the World

Health Organization, or the fact that its recommendation

that doctors check for environmental sensitivities before

embarking on a "potentially detrimental" (Ashford Miller)

psychiatrie workup is "fully supported by departmental

officiaIs" (Perrin Beatty, September 1990) of Health and

Welfare. This recommendation to prevent abuse would be

implemented if the Ministry of Health were not
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discriminating in the provision of health care to members

of this disabled group, if you were maintaining normal

standards of professionalism when it cornes to the

provision of heal th care and the provision of information

to the rest of the community.

It is a mistake to see clinical ecologists as the only

doctors who are protagonists on our concerns, or t~eir

theories as the only basis for our experience. AlI of

organized medicine would like to see action on our concerns.

The OMA has wri tten to government indicating this several

years ago. John Krauser at the Ontario Medical Association

and Dr. John Davies at the Laboratory Centre for Disease

Control of Health and Welfare would probably be good sources.

l regret that you have replied to my letter by repeating

exactly the same comments l have previously responded to,

presumably in an attempt to avoid or deny the significance or

existence of counter-arguments. l am offended when you say

that l know things that you know to be things l have denied in

the pasto

Our community is offended when you are pre-occupied with

"making a case" instead of communication. Your assertions are

offensive to the truth, and abusive of those in your care.

You present a classic case of denial by tbe abuser. l

bel i eve i t is mis l eading other authori ti es, inc l uding the

Ontario Human Rights Commission and the Minister Responsible

for Disabled Persons. Tt leaves other authorities, who expect

your advice to be based on apti tude and integri ty, feel ing

less confident in addressing other instances of abuse in the

communi ty. Your rational ization of your Branch' s abusive

behaviour has the effect of contributing to adverse

differential treatment by those who rely on your advice.
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As previously discussed, l teel l have no option but ta

contact leaders of the psychiatrie survivor community, advise

them of who was informed of what, when the y were informed (in

my experience), what response they gave, what they did and

didn't do, work (with tools that do exist and are considered

l~gitimate) to identify personswho have been left victims

abuse due to your negligence, and provide testimony ta assist

legal action against thosewho have abused them or knawingly

left them vulnerable ta abuse.

l have only the power to bear witness.

l am acutely aware that this can be a very stressful

process, and that it rnay take sorne tirne, and that probably

hundreds of people will be abused and dozens killed in the

rneantime. That is why l have brought the concern to the

Ontario Human Rights Commission and why i t is one of the

issues l have brought to the Minister of Citizenship. As they

seem paralysed, in part because of the Ministry of Health's

misrepresentation of issues (including the bold-faced lie that

doctors do not agree that much can be done wi th existing

medical techniques), l have related the issues to the Legal

Services Branch of your Ministry, to the Policy and Issues

section of the Prernier's Office, to the Attorney General's

Office and those within that Ministry who might be involved in

future lawsuits against the Governrnent of Ontario, and to the

Chief Coroner's Office, which has already been involved in

several suicides of peopl e affected by other instances of

abuse related to this disability.

Perhaps these parties can practice sorne preventive law.

While l believe the issues involved here relate more to

human rights abuse and discrimination in the provision of a

service (not to mention seriously damaging harassrnent that has
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directly contributed to suicides), l can understand, to sorne

degree, why the Chief Commissioner of the Ontario Human Rights

Commission must reflect on the advice, opinion, and actions of

the Ministry of Heal th before describing them as gross 1 y

unethical. (Thomson and his panel of doctors describe your

. premises as ·"clearly untenable".)

l urge you to keep in mind parallels in the experience of

5urvivors and victims at Mount Cashel, who endured continued

abuse because authorities were unwilling to admit their

negligence in not responding when called on, and 50 continued

to fail to react. Unfortunately, if the Ministry of Health is

to come clean on these issues it will involve an implicit

acknowledgement what they have done in the past, which has

caused millions and millions of dollars damages, was not only

wrong but unethical.

It is unethical to calI people's reputation for soundness

of mind into question soley on the basis of an absence of

information, in this case an ignorance of the physiology

invol ved in understanding sorne types of sensi ti vi ty reactions.

It is unethical to calI people's reputation into question on

the basis of their membership in a disabl ed group. l t is

unethical when authorities tolerate such practices.

If authori ties are to act in a forthright manner to

correct the effects of thatabuse, the statement that it has

been unethical to abuse us must be explicit. We have, like

other abused persons, a need for the truth to be spoken.

Jews know i t, bl acks know i t, women know i t, chi l dren

know it: you cannot appease abusers. They must be confronted

with what they are doing, with its inappropriateness, and with

its consequences.
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If the abuse is to stop, the statement that it is

unethical must be explicit.

In fairness, l will acknowledge that you are weIl viewed

by people involved in mental health issues, and l am

~ersonally confused bywhat appears to be a departure from

your normal professionalism and good character when it cornes

to dealingwith these issues. l urge you to acknowledge the

truth about the abuse of persons with sensitivities, ta speak

it, and to act to end it by "using the medical information and

social supports that already exist" (David Reville, MPP, in a

letter to Elinor CapIan, 14 March 1989).

ë5gelY
Chr~s Brown
President, ottawa Branch
(613) 837 7173

(attachments)

cc Catherine Frazee, OHRC
Tanya Wacyk, Policy Unit, OHRC
Rene Maillet, ORRC
Attorney General's Office, Att: Rob Milling
Marie Rounding, Ministry of the Attorney General
Janice Crawford, Legal Services Branch, MoH
Francis Lankin, Minister of Health
Michael Dector, Deputy Minister of Health
David Giuffrida, Psychiatrie Patient Advocacy Office
Elaine Ziemba, Minister of Citizenship
John DeMarco, Office for Disability Issues
Premier Bob Rae
Julie Mazien, Policy and Issues, Premier's Office
Dr; James Young, Ontario Chief Coroner
Roberta Jamieson, ombudsman
George Thomson, Deputy Minister of Labour
Cynthia Smith, Legislative Research Service




